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Presentation Notes
My name is Mark Ames.  I’m the business engagement project officer in the walking and cycling team at the City of Sydney.I’m originally from London, where I worked with major businesses to prepare them for more people moving by bicycle and to secure provision of cycling infrastructure.  Monday to Friday you’ll find me riding around the city dressed much as you see me now, but at the weekend I’m kitted up and making laps of Centennial Park or maybe riding out to the heads.I’m going to talk to you about why the City of Sydney focusses on bikes and why this is good for the city and in turn good for citizen’s health.Today, we’re not just going to talk about bikes, but the shape of the city itself, how it is changing, and how Sydneysiders will move in the future.  Together we’ll explore the one subject that every business loves to hear about: growth. 



+1.6m
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So why is the City of Sydney thinking about bicycles?  Aren’t they just a toy, a hobby, an amusing distraction?  In reality, the bike is just one solution being utilised to deal with a much bigger issue; that of how Sydney is growing.  Over the next 20 years wider Sydney’s population will increase by an additional 1.6m people.100,00 more people will call the City of Sydney area home.  110,000 more people will work here.[Optional Audience Wake Up Exercise: Conduct poll “How do you travel to work?”  Car. Bus. Train. Bicycle. (Ask for a show of hands, tell audience it is interesting, ask them to keep in mind the results as we go forwards.)]
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More people means more movement.  By 2036, there will be 1.7 million trips within the city on an average weekday.We’ve started looking into the origin of those trips and where people are coming from.  If there was a heat map of how Sydny is growing it would look like these circles.  Over the next 20 years, those accessing the city centre from peripheral outer suburbs will increase by 37,000 as new sub divisions and suburbs are created.Similar increases are forecast for middle ring suburbs as medium density urban infill occurs.  But the greatest increase in people accessing the city centre – some 69,000 additional trips every day - will be from inner city areas, with the highest dwelling densities – areas like Green Square.  And many of those new residents will be young people and young families keen on urban living.  So for all those thousands of new residents, looking to make short journeys from home to work, the bike is an eminently sensible choice.  It’s fastest, it’s free, and you’re always guaranteed a seat.Sources:http://www.jll.com.au/australia/en-au/news/983/supply-of-new-apartments-in-sydney-may-reach-61000-between-2015-2017 



$8bn PA
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But it’s not just Sydney’s population that is growing.  Congestion costs greater Sydney’s economy five billion dollars every year.  If nothing changes, that will increase to eight billion dollars a year by 2020.  That’s equivalent to the cost of four new George Street Light Rail projects every year.For as long as your employees, your goods and your information are stuck on the roads you’re losing productivity and money which can’t be regained.  Time lost in traffic is time lost forever.  The eight billion dollar figure isn’t just a number picked from the air; State analysts have measured a range of factors affected by congestion, including your profit.Congestion increases levels of obesity, air pollution, and stress.And being stuck in traffic directly informs how we experience of the city, and what we think of it, our perception of the city.



“More than 4 in 5 Sydneysiders believe that public transport, 
roads, hospitals and infrastructure are not keeping up with the 
population growth, with almost half (47%) saying it is nowhere 
near keeping up. 

Just 1 in 5 (18%) say that the infrastructure development is 
keeping up with the population growth.”

McCrindle Future of Sydney Report
November 2015

Perceptions of growth
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[PAUSE] According to this survey by forecasters McCrindle, only 4 in 5 Sydneysiders think infrastructure is keeping up with population growth.[Audience engagement exercise: “When do you find the roads the most congested?” and “How does this make you feel?”]Anyone who has been stuck in Sydney’s Saturday afternoon traffic will tell you how FRUSTRATING it is.  These experiences directly feed in to Sydneysider’s perception of how their city is coping with growth.  This is important.  These opinions inform where people choose to live, where they choose to spend their money and where they choose to do business.  I don’t wish to alarm you with the next slide, but I am just going to leave this here for everyone to take in….Source: http://mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-blog/the-future-of-sydney-report
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[PAUSE]In all seriousness, Sydneysiders will tell you what a fabulous city it is – that we have the best harbour, the best climate and the best beaches in the world.  But in quality of life surveys – from global affairs magazine “Monocle” through to “The Economist” – we are consistently marked down due to a lack of easy mobility for residents.
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But Sydney is changing.  Over the next five years thirteen billion dollars will be invested in Sydney’s CBD – new offices, new homes, and new ways of getting around.    Train station upgrades are already underway at Town Hall, St James, Museum and Wynyard.  New ferry routes will run to a new terminal at Barangaroo, due to become home to 24,000 workers.  A new tram on George St and a new metro system are coming.In a period filled with disruptive potential, many people – your staff – are looking for new ways to get around, or will be making new journeys to new jobs in places like Barangaroo.  Most of them simply won’t be able to drive to work but will instead travel primarily by walking, riding a bike and using public transport.Source:  Travel Choices NSW
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Media interest in George Street closing may have peaked too soon. Re-routing the bus network and initial closures went well, but the most significant disruption is still to come.  From February to winter 2016 the entirety of George St – from Circular Quay to Central – will close in stages, with congestion predicted to increase significantly.  We believe this is an opportunity for active travel in two ways:The bike is a great congestion buster, allowing riders freedom to get around whilst others get stuck in construction trafficOnce finished George St will be much more appealing than it is today.  It is worth remembering that – unlike the Sydney Olympics – Sydneysiders are being asked to reroute, retime and remode their journeys for ever, not just for two weeks.



International trends

New York London Paris
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Improving streets is critical to internationally competitive cities, helping attract the best talent and primary investment.A recent US report by Endeavour Insight asked 150 new company directors what they would look for in a city they might locate their business in.  More than anything else those leaders wanted access to high quality talent and the quality of life which that talent has come to expect.In New York, London and Paris – just like Sydney – young people are shifting to inner city and urban living and changing the way they get around.  They are driving less – and less far – and the market is adapting to meet new demands with the growth of car sharing companies like GoGet, Lyft and Uber.The left over space can be reappropriated for more dynamic use.Here in New York, street parking has been turned into seating near a famous pizza restaurant.  In London, newly widened pavements have created space for café bench seating for customers.  And excess parking space on this Parisian road has been transformed into gardens to keep the street cool, dampen noise and improve the local environment.  Traffic has been filtered to cut out rat-running and on Sundays traffic is banned entirely.  It is always busy with shoppers, both on foot and on bike.



International trends

New York London Paris
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Internationally – cities around the world are creating new bike networks to boost cycling numbers and allowing their populations to grow without adding congestion.London first encouraged bike riding ride to help reduce severe congestion on the Underground, and has had a popular boost with the support of bike-mad Mayor Boris Johnson, a conservative.  Over 600,000 bike trips now take place there every day. In Paris another leading Mayor oversaw the creation of the cycleway network, and the installation of a universally popular bike share scheme and in New York, Mayor Mike Bloomberg – again, a conservative – oversaw the construction of a network of separated cycleways, bike share and rededication of significant space for use by people instead of vehicles. 



Photo: NYC DOT
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New York’s Times Square – once a major road – is now a plaza for people – seen here before and after.  At first local tabloid newspapers accused Bloomberg of jeopardising the financial security of the city, even its ability to operate as a functioning centre of business.  Since the Times Square trial become permanent, vacancy rates in surrounding buildings have dropped and rental yields increased.  This intervention helps to position New York on the global stage as open for business, open to innovation and ready for investment.  More importantly, it means Times Square is actually now a nice place, too.If you can make it there, you can make it anywhere.



Reinforcement
Role Models

Capability building
Compelling stories

CHANGE
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So we know the conditions are increasingly right for more people to travel by bike in Sydney – but how do we bring about change?Many of you will be familiar with managing change from your experience in business.  What we are working towards is change management on a city-wide level; both physically with infrastructure, and also in terms of changing perceptions that riding a bike is a legitimate form of transport.As you know - change management is hard – and the 2003 McKinsey Report “The Psychology of Change Management” points to four essential conditions before people change their behaviour;a compelling story, showing people the point of change; role models, influential people they admire behaving in the new way; reinforcing mechanisms, promoting the new behaviour; and capability building, giving people the skills to make changes.



Efficiency and space

Kent St, 8AM – 9AM

394 bikes

394 people

208 cars

260 people
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In the inner city there is only so much space available with which to move people around.  And yet the way we use that space is surprising.  For example, despite taking up 87% of city roadspace private cars only carry 35% of the people.But critics would have you believe that bike lanes are often empty, but like our main roads they are built for peak capacity.And we’re discovering that cycling is a really efficient user of space.Recent traffic counts on Kent Street found more bicycles in the cycleway than cars in the adjacent car lane during the morning rush hour.  There were 394 bikes for 208 cars.  Of course you can usually fit more people in to a car than you can on a bike, but even when we counted people instead of mode there were still more people being moved by bicycle.This isn’t a prediction, or a wishful-thinking-policy, this is the reality on one of Sydney’s major downtown streets right now.



30 BUSES
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And this brings us on to some surprising statistics which speak for themselves…On the Sydney Harbour Bridge – the icon of our city – the equivalent of 30 bus loads of people use the bridge bike path on any average weekday.  That’s 30 buses full of spare seats released back in to the network, perhaps for a driver who might not consider riding but who could be enticed to use a bus and leave the car at home.  This is important – your CEO, senior managers and staff might not be interested in riding a bike, but if they’re tempted to travel by bus instead they’ll create extra space on the road and win back time on the bus to work, read or do your online shopping. With all transport trips expected to grow in the city centre – encouraging people to consider other modes helps our city grow without worsening congestion.  



+132%
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Sydney may not yet think of itself as a cycling city, full of people who ride bikes.  But a quiet change has been taking place, delivering numbers that ought to challenge our assumptions about how we move around.There are 392,000 bicycle trips in the Sydney metro area every day, a 132% increase from 2010 to 2014.  In the city, cycling trips have doubled in the past five years.It’s difficult to contextualise what this means on the ground, but to give you an idea – it means that there are more bike trips in Sydney every day than on its famous harbour ferries.



$8bn PA
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And we’re seeing new commercial cycling activities pop up too.Delivery bikes are becoming increasingly common – dropping off everything from vital documents to your takeaway dinner.  Companies like Deliveroo and even Domino’s Pizza get around on bikes and e-bikes.  Taking a bicycle tour is rated on TripAdvisor as one of the best things to do in Sydney, up there with climbing the bridge and visiting the Opera House. 



$8bn PA
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If you needed any further persuasion that a shift in perception is occurring, just look at the way advertising features bikes as a desirable, aspirational goal.DUO, a brand new building in Central Park designed by award-winning architect Sir Norman Foster, uses the image of a bike as a tool of the young urban professional to sell floor space.  The Toyota showroom on Parramatta Road has beautiful city bikes in its windows – it is the first thing you see, before you even see their cars.  Everyone from Westpac to Coca-Cola have used bikes to engage their customers.



International Health Trends
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But let’s talk about health and our cities for a moment…Rapid urbanisation in the 18th  and 19th century led to abysmal health epidemics in cities which were only resolved with the help of engineering.  Cholera, dysentery, TB, pneumonia.This was a public health crisis, fixed only after much expense and disruption.  On the left, here’s Victorian British engineer Joseph Bazalgate building his Thames Embankment Sewer.  It cost millions, completely re-shaped the north bank of London… ..and eradicated the scourge of cholera from the city.  The very great cost of doing something was not nearly as high as the cost of doing nothing.Fast forward to the 21st century… once again we are seeing an increasing urban population and a public health crisis.The cost to society of physical inactivity is immeasurably significant.  Telling people to go out and get fit has little effect, there needs to be carrot as well as stick.Here, on the right, is the city building bike lanes to encourage more incidental exercise.  Disruptive?  Yes.  But worthwile?  We think so, absolutely, yes.Federal Government believe that for every person who cycle 20 minutes to work and back our economy benefits by $14.30.  For each person who walks the same amount returns $8.48c to our economy.We haven’t really discussed the health benefits of more cycling, but they’re self evident.  Once again we are seeing an increasing urban population and a public health crisis.  The cost to society of physical inactivity is immeasurably significant.  Telling people to go out and get fit has little effect, but increased levels of fitness as a side effect of increased levels of active travel are a win-win.  A fitter workforce live longer, work longer and have fewer days off.  It is in the direct interest of business to have a healthier workforce, and the city seeks to encourage this with their cycle network plans.Federal Government believe that for every person who cycle 20 minutes to work and back our economy benefits by $14.30.  For each person who walks the same amount returns $8.48c to our economy.



International Health Trends
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Increased levels of fitness as a side effect of increased levels of active travel are a win-win.  A fitter workforce live longer, work longer and have fewer days off.  It is in the direct interest of business to have a healthier workforce, and the city seeks to encourage this with their cycle network plans.Regular exercise, such as cycling, halves the chances of suffering from heart disease, and provides protection from strokes, diabetes and certain types of cancer. The cost to society of physical inactivity is immeasurably significant.  Telling people to go out and get fit has little effect. but increased levels of fitness as a side effect of increased levels of active travel are a win-win.  A fitter workforce live longer, work longer and have fewer days off.  It is in the direct interest of business to have a healthier workforce, and the city seeks to encourage this with their cycle network plans.Federal Government believe that for every person who cycle 20 minutes to work and back our economy benefits by $14.30.  For each person who walks the same amount returns $8.48c to our economy.



International Health Trends
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And it is not just the City who have switched on to the potential of increasing incidental exercise and having more of their urban population riding.This scheme in London was pioneered by a local health service authoritty, whereby doctors can prescribe cycling as a health fix.  Participants are given access to discounted bikes, free accessories and free support and training in a bid to solve health problems.  It’s probably cheaper than performing a heart bypass or gastric surgery.In Boston, USA, low income residents who present to their doctors with obesity-related health issues are being prescribed discounted access to the city’s city bike share programme.  



Education
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So, what is the City doing to prepare for more people cyclingWe start with education.  Many people haven’t ridden since their teenage years, and need a hand rehabilitating in to their lives.  We develop skills at free cycling courses, bike maintenance classes and kids skills sessions at our specialist centre in Sydney Park.We take people out on to the streets to teach them how to ride safely, graciously and how to interact with other people on the road. Real-time drills build confidence, and by the end of the course every participant rides through the city centre.  It’s a fantastic confidence building exercise.



Information
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Information.  We’re always distributing information to get the message out there that you can ride a bike in Sydney.  We distribute 60,000 free bike maps every year.  Online we have a strong, active social media presence plus a website packed with resources for businesses looking to encourage more riding.  We’re on the streets every week talking to people – providing advice, help with route-finding and encouraging people to share – especially with pedestrians.[Wake up exercise] Who doesn’t have a bell on their bike?  The City is particularly keen to encourage bell ringing as being normal behaviour.  So don’t be afraid to ring yours nicely.  There are free bells here if you need one.



Design
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And finally we’re building a network of bike routes and safe separated cycle paths.  This is not without challenges.   We are making good progress – for example, did you know you can now cycle across the harbour bridge, through the city all the way to Central Station and on as far as Green Square on totally traffic-free paths?  Why is infrastructure important?  During consultation - 85 per cent of people told us they’d be more likely to take up cycling if a safe bike network was provided - so we need to make it safe and attractive to do so.  It has to be and feel safe for people of all backgrounds.  Remember I said at the beginning that every journey by bike is important?  We’re also working to improve the safety of connections in to Moore and Centennial Parks, which are so popular with weekend riders.And remember, we are doing all of this to allow Sydney to grow without growing congestion and to keep up with global trends, ensuring Sydney is as attractive for inward investment as our international competitors.
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Blank slide for discussion – “Why we need your help” / call to actionBut let’s put the visuals to one side for a moment.  I want to talk to you about why we need your help.  Achieving our aims is not always easy.Cycling – and cyclists – are often portrayed negatively in the media. We’ve all seen headlines about lycra-clad warriors being the scourge of the roads.Here’s the good news: Sydney is not alone.  In London, where I come from, a member of the House of Lords recently said new bike lanes were doing more damage to London than Germany did during the Blitz…. An influential businessman recently described people who ride bikes as being “like ISIS”. If, as a business, you’ve invested in talent who ride and cycling facilities for your staff – it’s in your interest to keep that talent safe on the streets and for those facilities to deliver a strong return on investment.  It is imperative our streets are as safe as possible – we want people to get to work efficiently and safely every day.  That is Government’s responsibility.  But it’s not always easy so we need and welcome understanding voices who will stand up and say why cycling is important to their company and to the city’s growth.PAUSE. PAUSE. PAUSE.



1. Meet demand

2. Role model

3. Route finding

4. Capability building

5. Fun!
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So, what steps can YOU take to prepare for more people riding in YOUR company? One; remember this change is already happening - you need to provide facilities for the people who are active now and those who will be active in the future.  Our website, SydneyCycleways.net, has great case studies on how other businesses have met this challenge.Two; remember how important role models are in change management theory.  People understand why cycling is a good thing, but they’re afraid to intentionally make themselves a member of an “outsider” group. Ask your most influential leaders to become out and proud cyclists.  Don’t underestimate the power of leadership – the rider at the front of this cycling pack is the Ron Van Weezel – the GM of Sydney’s Hilton Hotel!Three, help people discover safe routes to work.  We can give you maps and advice on how to get from A to B.  At Lend Lease staff plot their rides on a shared map for their colleagues to see.  If you’re only used to driving down Sydney’s main roads, discovering there is a network of ridable minor roads throughout the city is a revelation!Four; build capability and capacity.  Why not send your staff on a bike training course, or have a mechanic come in and fix everyone’s wheels?  Introduce a company bike fleet so people can ride to meetings.  Can your HR team offer a salary sacrifice scheme to allow people to pay for bikes in instalments?Lastly – and most importantly – don’t forget to have fun!  Riding a bike is just like you remember it as a child – a fundamental feeling of freedom and the wind in your hair.  Have fun with your staff and their new-found skills.  Why not hold a competition to see who rides the furthest in a month? Have a Board Meeting by bike.  At the City we go on a team-building mystery ride over lunch once a month, building bonds and discovering new corners of the CBD.  Happy staff are productive staff. 
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If you become a business where people ride you’ll be in most auspicious company.Here are just come of the participants in last year’s Sydney Rides Business Challenge, a fun, free team-building event which starts later this month.  You don’t even need a bike to take part; we’ll be hosting free “Try A Bike” sessions around the city.Our Challenge Manager, Katie, will shortly show you how you can get involved.  There’s some fantastic prizes for participants, including a beautiful brand new Brompton Bicycle.
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In conclusion, I hope tonight has helped you to start thinking about how your organisation is preparing for more people riding, more of the time.We can help! You can find us online on Facebook and Twitter and at our website SydneyCycleways.net which is crammed with information and resources.  Let us know how you get on as we’d love to help publicise your success.  Good luck, and happy cycling!



Mon 22 Feb to
Sun 20 Mar 
2016
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Introduce self as Challenge ManagerWe’ve been looking at how cycling will become more and more of a benefit to business in the near futureSo now I’d like to give you a fun, free and easy way to help your staff take the first steps to using cycling for active transport.The Sydney Rides Business Challenge. Some of you have participated before, and some of you have signed up already for this year, but for those who don’t know about the Challenge I thought I’d give you a brief overview.Ran first in 2011, and returned in 2015 with a resounding success.This year the Challenge will run from Monday 22 February for four week until Sunday 20 March.All it takes to enter is to log one 10 min ride anywhere, any time during the Challenge period.



• 261 Sydney businesses

• 3,375 participants

• 1,100 new riders

“Forgot how much fun it is to ride a bike & finally did the bike induction course 

at work so I can ride the ones provided by [work] now.”

– New Rider 2015

2015 Challenge
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Last year we had some great successes in engaging businesses and their staff. - Basic statsI’ve spent time catching up with champions from last year The responses have been overwhelmingly positiveStories from across the city of people falling in love with cyclingIncreasing their cyclingBeginning riding to work



• Fun, free wellness activity and team building opportunity that your staff can  
deliver themselves!

• Recognises those on staff who already cycle 

Wellness and Team Building
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The appeal of the Challenge is that it really is for EVERYONE. It’s a multifaceted opportunity to encourage wellbeing, team building and some friendly rivalry.You can see that last year almost half of participants were regular riders. They are the frontline people who reap the physical and mental benefits of cycling already and who can answer questions, encourage others and make riding more accessible to othersImpressively, one third of all participants last year were new to riding – that means they had not ridden a bike more than a few times in over a year.Allianz and the Australian Human Rights Commission both used the Challenge as a wellness and team building opportunities. Each week, both companies would bring a group of staff to one of our free try-a-bike events where we loan out bikes, helmets, give some safety training to riders and send them off for a 10 min ride around the park. After their ride, the staff could sit down and enjoy a free lunch together. When their staff returned to the office, they were more productive, were enthusiastic about riding, and shared stories of their lunch-break with other staff. The groups they brought grew larger every week and were predominantly made up of new staff each time.



• Gives new riders a safe, social environment to rekindle their love of riding

• Begins conversations among staff and breaks down barriers to cycling

Myth Busting

6 months after the Challenge, survey results show:

• 45% of new riders now choose to ride more often 

• 43% of occasional riders increased their riding since the 

Challenge and now ride one or more times a week

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having regular cyclists champion the Challenge and encourage new riders to give cycling a go is an incredibly successful way to achieve multiple goals:Not only do you encourage new people to try riding, it fosters:Relationship building between staff, often across teams and divisionsBuilds skills and confidence in staffBreaks down barriers and busts common misconceptions about riding a bikeHelps Cycling to be seen as a normal transport option, not a sport or a ‘healthy person only’ optionAtlassian example – aimed only to get their 70+ regular riders involved in the Challenge.In the end they had 95 riders, 19 of which were new riders. Their inhouse cycle group intranet forum expanded with staff asking the cyclists questions and advice about riding. Many didn’t know how to ride from the city fringe to their Wynyard office and thus never rode to work, so the Challenge saw a number of impromptu Bike Buses crop up to help those people find the best way to ride in to the office.



“I thought the whole 
event was fantastic, from 
the advice given about 
best routes to take to 
your work place, to the 
bike hunts and try a bike 
sessions. Very fun and 
engaging way to get 
people on bikes.” 

– New Rider 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m here to help businesses achieve in the Challenge, so my job is to get staff along to the City’s try a bikes in Hyde Park, Barangaroo and Observatory HillI can come and present to teams and groups on the Challenge and how to winI can bring pop-up try a bike events to nearby parks to help get staff involvedAnd I have written a toolkit to help HR staff and Champions make the most out of the opportunity.Last year The University of Sydney hired 4 bikes to offer as fleet bikes to staff during the challenge, they had staff come from their locations all over the city, to use the share bikes. It fostered conversation between staff members, my favourite interaction was between a non-rider and a regular bike commuter:Non-rider: I can’t ride to work, I live over near Mascot and Botany. The roads are to big and busy to ride on.Rider: There’s actually a separated cycleway almost the entire way from where you live to the University, you wouldn’t have to ride on the road!Non-rider had no idea and only ever considered the route her overcrowded Bus took.Non-rider: How do you cope with riding along Parramatta Road or City Road, I couldn’t too much trafficRider: I don’t! I use quiet side streets and cycleways so that I don’t have to ride in traffic!



• Allows your staff to think about ways to incorporate short trips by bicycle in to 
their regular working day, holidays or home life

• Long term benefits: 

– Improved staff wellness

– Staff connected through interests

– Increased productivity

– Higher levels of confidence

– Reduction in staff stress and 
mental health concerns

The Challenge and your business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long term, the goal is to enable more people to choose riding a bike for all kinds of trips. There will always be bike commuters, but we want to encourage more people to see how they can add cycling in to their lives even if a bike commute is too hard for them – multimodal commutes (bike and PT), short trips on weekends (shopping, café), short trips in the city (business meetings, lunches).An engineer living our in the western reaches of Sydney, beyond the Richmond station, rides to the station to catch the train to the city. He then has a bike stored at Central station to use for the rest of his commute to the office.But the first steps are the hardest, getting people on to a bike and past their barriers, myths and misconceptions. A 10 minute bike ride is pretty easy to do, and that is all that is needed to enter the Challenge. We spend more than 10 years time wise in the office, at least half of which is sitting at a desk. We build relationships with people in the office, so now it’s time to use that time and those relationships to help people make active transport choices to support their health and wellbeing.There is plenty of research out there showing the benefits of active lifestyles, so introducing more staff to cycling will deliver an overall benefit to both the staff as individuals, but to the business on a whole in terms of wellbeing, productivity, absenteeism and mental health. After the Challenge, participants were asked what the main reasons they would cycle more often were, you can see the most common answers here in a word cloud.



“Lots more enthusiastic and can see the difference in my 

happiness ... packed buses & trains do not make me happy!” 

– New Rider 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we’d like to invite you all to register for the Sydney Rides Challenge Talk to us about how we can best help you to: get your business embracing cycling, encourage staff to take the first step and try bike riding for just 10 minutes make the most out of the many programs and projects the City of Sydney delivers to make cycling a normal mode of transport citywide.



Any questions?
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